ODP
VISUAL CORE DESCRIPTION
SEDIMENTS / SEDIMENTARY ROCKS
SECTION DESCRIPTION

LEG: 117
SUB: 730
SITE: A
HOE: 22X
CORE: S
TYPE: 5
SEC:

COLOR

PIECE #

GRAPHIC REP.

REPRESENTATION

DRILLING DISTURB.

STRUCTURES

SAMPLES

COLOR

19
61/2
--- 16

---

10 Y 7/2, 6/12
FORAM NANO CHALK

66

10 Y 2, 5/2

---

118

1/2
7/2

LIGHT GREENISH GRAY

DARK GREENISH GRAY (10 Y 3/2)

MASSY NANO CHALK

NOT RECORDED.

SMALL SLIDE 88CM - MINOR
J. H. LOGO - FROM WHAT
APPEAR TO BE GREEN
BULLION JINNINGS - VERY

SHARP - SEE GRAPHIC REP.

(GLASSY?)

FM7000 These data are to be processed into a computerized data base along with existing standardized data from other legs and will be accessible to the scientific community at large. RECORD ALL MEASUREMENTS CAREFULLY, COMPLETELY, AND LEGIBLY.